Student Cast of The Nutcracker Detailed Schedule for Thursday, December 6
As of 9.24.18 Subject to Change

Party Kids and Friends
1:45  Parent volunteer arrives
2:00  Students arrive
2:30-5:30  Act I Rehearsal (there will be breaks for snacks and rest)
5:30  Students and parent volunteer are dismissed

Soldiers
These soldiers do not operate the cannon nor are they in the start of Act II.
1:45  Parent volunteers for 2:30-5:30 rehearsal arrive
2:00  Students arrive
2:30-5:30  Act I Rehearsal (there will be breaks for snacks and rest)
5:15  Battle Scene rehearsal volunteers arrive
5:30  Volunteers from 2:30-5:30 are dismissed.
5:30-6:30  Battle Scene rehearsal. Students and parent volunteers are dismissed at 6:30.

Cannon Soldiers
There are 3 in each cast who operate the cannon.
1:30  Students arrive
2:00  Cannon Operation/Safety lesson
2:30-5:30  Act I Rehearsal (there will be breaks for snacks and rest)
5:15  Battle Scene rehearsal volunteers arrive
5:30  Volunteers from 2:30-5:30 are dismissed.
5:30-6:30  Battle Scene rehearsal. Students and parent volunteers are dismissed at 6:30.

Trumpet Soldiers
1:45  Parent volunteer for 2:30-5:30 rehearsal arrive
2:00  Students arrive
2:30-5:30  Act I Rehearsal (there will be breaks for snacks and rest)
5:15  Parent volunteer for 5:30-6:30 Battle Scene rehearsal arrives
5:30  Parent volunteer for 2:30-5:30 rehearsal is dismissed
5:30-6:30  Battle Scene rehearsal
6:30  Students check out for a dinner break with their own parent or other adult. No staff supervision is available. All children must be in the care of an adult from their family or another cast member.
7:00  Parent volunteer and students arrive for Act II rehearsal
7:30-TBD  Act II rehearsal. Typically, the mice are released early from this rehearsal because they are only in the very first section of Act II. I can estimate this could be around 9:00 but it is very hard to say exactly as it really depends on how the rehearsal is going. Parents are welcome to watch rehearsal in the back of the theatre so you are present when your child is done.

Mice
1:45  Parent volunteer for 2:30-5:30 rehearsal arrive
2:00  Students arrive
2:30-5:30  Act I Rehearsal (there will be breaks for snacks and rest)
5:15  Parent volunteer for 5:30-6:30 Battle Scene rehearsal arrives
5:30  Parent volunteer for 2:30-5:30 rehearsal is dismissed
5:30-6:30  Battle Scene rehearsal
6:30  Students check out for a dinner break with their own parent or other adult. No staff supervision is available. All children must be in the care of an adult from their family or another cast member.
7:00  Parent volunteer and students arrive for Act II rehearsal
7:30-TBD  Act II rehearsal. Typically, the mice are released early from this rehearsal because they are only in the very first section of Act II. We estimate this could be around 9:00 but it is very hard to say exactly as it really depends on how the rehearsal is going. Parents are welcome to watch rehearsal in the back of the theatre so you are present when your child is done.

**Angels**
6:00p.m.  Parent volunteers arrive to the theatre
6:15  Students arrive to the theatre
7:00-8:00  Rehearsal
8:00  Students and parent volunteers are dismissed

**Geese**
6:45p.m.  Parent volunteers arrive
7:00  Students arrive
7:30-10:30  Rehearsal
10:30  Students and parent volunteers are dismissed

**Mother Ginger Children**
6:45p.m.  Parent volunteers arrive
7:00  Students arrive
7:30-10:30  Rehearsal
10:30  Students and parent volunteers are dismissed